The delivery of platinum drugs from thermosensitive hydrogels containing different ratios of chitosan.
New thermosensitive hydrogels of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) with chitosan (CPN) were prepared and evaluated for use in the delivery of the platinum drugs, cisplatin and carboplatin. The effects of polymers containing different ratios of chitosan on the physicochemical and drug release characteristics were examined. The sol-gel transition temperature of the hydrogels was determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and viscometry. Discrepancies in the transition temperature among the various polymer systems were more pronounced when determined by viscosity compared by DSC, with the CPN showing a higher transition temperature than PNIPAAm. The cross-sectional structure and surface topography of the hydrogels were examined by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), respectively. The incorporation of chitosan further increased the entanglement of the hydrogel network. An increase in the chitosan ratio in the polymers (CPN-H) also increased the cross-linking structure. A smoother surface of hydrogel matrices was observed for CPN compared with PNIPAAm. All hydrogels tested significantly reduced drug release compared with an aqueous solution. The release rate of platinum drugs from PNIPAAm was retarded at the late stage. CPN matrices could continuously deliver platinum drugs during the experiment. The rate of release from CPN-H was generally slower than that from hydrogels and had a lower chitosan ratio (CPN-L), presumably due to the more-tortuous pathways in the hydrogels. Thermosensitive hydrogels like those prepared in this study may be a promising carrier for the delivery of platinum drugs, as the drug release can be controlled and sustained using CPN networks.